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About This Game

We think they came from space. We think they are evil. But, we know they have invaded the cities of Earth and made all life a
bummer, so they must be destroyed. However, they are impervious to all forms of conventional weaponry.
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Fortunately for humanity, Dr. Klaus von Hammersphere has discovered the rare element AntiOrbium which sends the Evil Orbs
back to whence they came (wherever that is) and he has invented a device that he affectionately calls the “Elementary Evil Orb
Disposal Device 2000” (EEODD 2000 for short) which can be used to shoot and deflect balls of AntiOrbium at the Orbs. He is

recruiting you to wield this device and save humanity. What do you say? Do you want to save humanity?

CONTROLS

Use your mouse to control the EEODD 2000 and fire balls of AntiOrbium at the Evil Orbs. Because AntiOrbium is a very rare
element, there is only so much to go around. Fortunately, you can also use the EEODD to control the balls after you have fired

them at the orbs and try to knock the balls back at remaining Orbs to maximize the amount of Orbs popped per each
AntiOrbium ball fired.

GAME

The Evil Orbs are devious and have utilized common materials from Earth to protect themselves from your barrage of
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AntiOrbium.

As in any armed conflict between humans and mysterious Orb-like entities, Dr. Hammersphere is hard at work inventing special
powerups for your EEODD 2000 to win the arms race with the Evil Orbs. Utilize these powerups in different combinations to

overcome whatever the Evil Orbs throw at you.

Once you have popped all the Evil Orbs in a city, the cloud of total bummerness will dissipate from the newly saved city, and
the residents will celebrate your victory with a party. But, no time for you to stand around celebrating, for you must save all 132

cities around the world in order to stop the Evil Orbs before they complete their plan for world domination.

Save a city by using fewer AntiOrbium balls, and Dr. Hammersphere will reward you with a medal for your thriftiness. Can you
earn gold medals on every level?

Along the way, you and Dr. Hammersphere just might solve the mystery of where the Evil Orbs came from in the first place.

Can you beat the Challenge Mode?

Challenge your friends and duel them either over the network or hotseat!

Save replays of your awesome shots and amaze your friends and family! Post them online and become the gaming star that you
have always imagined yourself to be!

Can you earn all 120 trophies?
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evil soul orbs elsword. evil soul orbs. evil orbs game. are evil orbs. are there evil orbs. evil magic orbs

Yeah, this game is something else. I like the parts where your shirt doesn't have armpits, the animation for swimming sometimes
gets stuck and happens on land, and how your bones shatter instantly.. very nice combination of a bullet hell side scroller and a
character progression system via random loot, skills, and stat upgrades.

The thing that I never cared for in these types of games is the persuit of the high score chart....could not care less about that.
meaningful upgrades and changing equipment? I can get behind that!

The game runs smooth as silk, looks nice, can play with controler, or keyboard with rebindable keys so if you say want to use
keyboard for movement, and extra mouse buttons for skills, go for it.

So far only a few hours in, but things look promising and the content is not lacking.. I enjoyed my time with this game. I wasnt
too familar with the rules of Golf before playing this but the Golfing is pretty simplistic. I liked the way the charcter stats affect
your golf game. it plays like an action RPG. there are some secrets to be found I found a few of them but I suspect not all of
them. I bought this for 1.50 USD during the summer sale and having played it Id happily pay more for it.. This game holds a lot
of promise, and is a fun hack and slash through and through with only a few small problems. For a cheap game with a small dev
team they really did impressive work. The story isn't bad, and i genuinely enjoyed a few of the characters, but this games fun
doesn't come from the story, as while its somewhat enjoyable, but it isn't something that you'll remember very well, but
gameplay, that's the star here.

The gameplay of both playable characters are very enjoyable and different in how you approach combos, Asaru has a wide array
of skills, with his briefcase allowing quick successive hits, his cards can be used as explosive shots to launch enemies and
continue combos, and his umbrella which feels very Vergil-esque in how it plays, and all these moves flow well together, and the
Overclock usable by both characters allows you to move at super speeds, and slows enemies down, this allows for small bursts to
follow up what would otherwise be a combo ender. Amelia plays different, as she has her fists and pistol, and her meter she
builds up, which can be used for certain moves, including a ground punch that does massive damage, the easiest way to build up
her meter is to parry, but keeping up the offense also works, she has a array of punches and kicks that allow for variety, and the
pistol can be used DMC style to hold an enemy in mid air during a combo, and an unlockable staff that frankly I didn't find all
that fun or useful, but its more to her depth, even if she was good enough without it.

All in all, anybody who wants a fast paced, hack and slash game with good gameplay should give this game a shot.. I am terrible
at this game, but I've still had quite a lot of fun playing it!. I tried out the French a bit, and compared it to the free Duolingo
program on the web, and I like both programs for different reasons . What I like about The Language Game is that you can
switch between languages quickly, and cross refence your data, and it also appears that you don't always have to be online to use
it . Go ahead and blow 5 bucks if you want to spruce up your bardic tongue . Polish, Hindi, and Japanese would be nice options
to add later - I'm hoping to see more downloadable content in the future .
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the game is so clunky it hurts the controls are horrible the voice acting is terrible the animations are worse than resident evil 2
but on a more polished base the guns are appallingly inacurate and pretty much useless but the game can be quite challenging
and is strangely entertaining and has this odd attractive glimmer to it i wouldnt pay more than £1 for it but its a decent time
killer. I think the game was drawn in paint. This isn't necessarily bad but the menu definitely does not look unified.
The gameplay would be fun if the controls were a little better.
You can fire in 8 directions and you have to maneuver your character side to side.
You can't change the direction you are firing while you are firing, so good luck responding to new incoming enemies.
I feel like the game could be really fun. However, the more I think about it, the more things I come up with that I did not enjoy.
The characters are interchangeable and in a game like this, you would expect weapon upgrades to drop.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/IE4IHKsN03Q. + polished controls
+ good variety of loot
+ decent graphics
+ good enviroment design

- story was ridiculously boring

- the lack of ammo was what killed it for me. I got so frustrated having to back-track everywhere, I lost interest, gave up and
uninstalled.. Which I very rarely do (no matter how bad a game is)

- the theme of the game was all over the place, I felt.
Was it aiming at being sci-fi?.. because it felt like it was made for kids. There was no mood or anything to grab me and pull me
into the story. The enemy design was weird and not at all... scary. It was just a weird experience.
This was primarily one of the issues I had with the game. The overall theme and feeling it gave me.
If you want a decent atmospheric sci-fi with a good story, I wouldn't recommend this one. It's just... different.. It's not a bad
game and its a good continuation of the first game secret files: Tunguska but I think it could have been longer considering my
first play though of it was under 3 hours and the first game (which I had on disk before I got a steam account) took me a good
couple of weeks of play.

Despite its short run it is a good game to play and the voice acting in this one compared to the other two is I think spot on.. 15
years later still playing this game and forgetting my actual work.. Simply the best sim-racing game ever made, still the best. This
game have that something that Project Cars (game that is the most similar to the GTR2) doesnt have. 10/10. This game looks &
sounds easy but its so hard, BUT, its so fun. Its very catchy and addicting. Its one of those games where you can both immerse
yourself in it and also go mindlessly at it and just sit back and relax. Id recommend this to anyone. Its fun but challenging.. My
favourite of all the DLC's so far.
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